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Water Quality Committee Report, Sept 2013

Well another summer is coming to an end but the work of

your Water Quality Committee continues. We had a very

busy summer this year, in particular getting ready for the

2013 Annual General Meeting (AGM). As you will recall,

during the AGM of 2012, the Committee was tasked with

investigating the regulatory and logistical requirements

that would need to be completed should we want to

consider installing a dam on the outlet of the Lake as

discussed in the Natech Report (Natech 2012, available

at http://www.lakegeorgehpi.ca). The results of our

investigation were presented at the 2013 AGM and a

copy of the PowerPoint presentation will soon be up on

the Lake George HPI website mentioned above.

We divided the findings into 5 categories which, in no particular order, were

Permission of landowner, Liability of LGHPI and membership, Environmental Impact

Assessment (Regulatory Approval), Environmental Permits, and Costs.

The presentations took well over an hour to complete and thus we will only provide a

synopsis here. In terms of Permission of the Landowner, the property upon which we

would construct a dam is owned by the Department of Natural Resources. They would

want to transfer the ownership of the property of the dam to LGHPI to remove any

liability or maintenance costs from their Department and thus this would be

achievable. Unfortunately that potential liability would transfer to the lake

association and the Board and quite possibly the membership, should something go

wrong (e.g. , the flooding of someone’s property that can be directly attributed to the

dam) and they tried to sue, the Board could be liable. We have no idea if such a

lawsuit would be successful, but it is a significant consideration and we would need to

have insurance to cover this.
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The Regulatory Approval through the Environmental Impact Assessment process goes

hand in hand with the need for several permits in order for the construction of any

kind of dam structure to proceed. Essentially, there are a number of regulatory

requirements that would need to be met and a variety of environmental and

construction permits required. The construction of a dam like the spillway example

proposed in the Natech report would be something new for Regulatory agencies to

evaluate, which would be a challenge in and of itself, and it is not altogether clear that

approval would even be granted as there

are several environmental (e.g. , fish

passage) and land use (e.g. , flooding)

challenges that would need to be

considered by the Province in such a

decision.

As you can imagine, the costs of all these

approvals, meetings, reports, permit

applications would be significant and

take considerable effort, not to mention

the costs for the construction of any kind

of dam structure running into the tens of

thousands of dollars – money we simply

do not have and it would be a

monumental effort to raise.

Interestingly, in addition to the logistical

and tangible hurdles that would need to

be overcome, the “unknowns” that

began to occur to us as we proceeded

through our investigations took more of

a role than we had originally thought.

For example, what would a dam that held the water at a relatively higher level than

perhaps we are used to do to the lake? The outlet wetlands? The Pokiok Stream?

Although beaver dams have held the water higher in the past, these dams come and

go – a built structure would be permanent – if we discovered later there was a

problem it would be too late to do anything about it, or a very costly “undo”. We also

investigated the potential of a “myth” of low water levels, and noted that in 2011 the

water levels were, for the most part, at a level that most people on the lake were

satisfied with. Similarly, this year, although we had what some might consider “low

water” for the first few weeks of July, the significant rains of the mid-summer and

additional heavy rains after that have kept the water relatively high and the outlet has

been flowing strong all summer. So far we have not seen any evidence of beavers re-

colonizing the outlet, but we continue to monitor the situation.

In other news, we have purchased and installed a “data logger” which measures the
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height of the water levels in the lake. It was installed on July 1 and we have some

very interesting reading, in particular the 18 inch rise in the lake as a result of the

July 26 rain storm! ! We will continue to collect water level data well into the fall and

start again next spring as soon as the ice is out of the lake. We hope to be able to

upload these readings onto our website for you to see. Look for that this winter.

These readings will be used in conjunction with the water quality readings to help

complete our understanding of the behavior and characteristics of the water in the

lake.

Speaking of water quality readings (dissolved oxygen, conductivity, temperature, pH),

they continued this summer and in general they are mostly consistent with the

reading from previous years. Have a great Fall season everyone!

President's Report

Summer is winding down and fall is almost upon us as we see the trees starting to

turn. Your Association has had a busy summer this year, capped off by or first Lobster

in the Park fundraiser in August. Over 150 friends and neighbors had a great evening

socializing and enjoying a lobster supper cooked by our resident lobster man John

Horsnell. By all accounts this was a huge success and we would like to announce we

have already booked the park again next year for August 15, 2014. Along with being a

fund raiser for our organization, it was also the first lake social we have held. It was

rewarding to see people from all over Lake George we even had a few from other

areas join us for the fun. Not only was it a great opportunity to meet old friends and

enjoy a great feed of lobster, it was also a chance for many to see what a gem we have

on Lake George, that being the Lake George Family Campground. We are very

privileged to have this as part of Lake George.

I am pleased to announce that we

have entered into a working

relationship with Harvey

Improvement Association who has

the lease on the park. We will have

three of our board members sit on

their board. It is our hope we can

work together to continue to

improve this great park.

Our water committee continues to

do our lake readings and we are

pleased that the results are very

consistent with the past reading we
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have done. We are also starting to gather accurate data on lake levels with the

purchase of our data logger. We will start to post these reading on our website in the

very near future.

With all of the rain during August and September we have reached spring heights with

our lake level. The ground is so saturated with all the rain that we have to wait for the

water to drain out the outlet and come back

down. As there are no beaver dams on the

outlet, the rise in the lake level is attributed to

the huge rain events we have seen this summer.

At our AGM held in July we had some changes

on the board, Christie Mackeigan, Director at

Large and Scott Frink our Director from Zone 4

did not reoffer this year. We would like to thank

them both for their service and contribution to our organization. I would like to

welcome new board members elected this summer; Paula Kimball, Director Zone 1 ,

Don Belliveau Director Zone 3 and Paul Wesley as Director at Large. Lynne Horsnell

was elected as a Director at Large and Chris Blair elected as Director for Zone 4.

Lake George Habitat Preservation Inc. is your Association, and we need your support

and suggestions on how we can serve you better. Please share your thoughts and

ideas with your Zone Directors. We also need to encourage those who have not joined

to become members. It is important we continue to have a strong voice for Lake

George and represent all who own properties and love this lake.

Stuart Blair

President Lake George Habitat Preservation Inc.

Lake George Family Campground

Lake George Family Campground was once the site of a Department of Natural

Resources forest fire service, with a garage/office. Bowing to many requests, DNR

began allowing limited camping on the grounds. In due course, the responsibility was

given to the Department of Tourism which designated campsites on the west side of

Route 636. No bookings were accepted and campers were limited to one week’s stay.

In 1979, Tourism opened a competition to choose a concessionaire to operate the

campground and the designation of provincial park was dropped. The first

concessionaires were the Blair and Fletcher families of Lake George. New

concessionaires were chosen in 1989 and subsequently the Department, in 1995,

offered a lease to the Harvey Improvement Association, extending until 2020.
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In 1995, the campground was poorly serviced, with limited wiring hookups, primitive

toilets, and no provision for disposal of grey water, which mostly ran onto the ground.

The licence to operate was threatened. Harvey Improvement applied for a grant

which covered some of the cost of upgrading the electrical hook-ups, providing a

sewage collection and septic tank system. Other expenditures funded by Harvey

Improvement covered a new entrance building (initially a canteen), a shower building,

flush toilets and numerous improvements to and additions of numerous new

campsites. Public interest grew until the Campground now accommodates close to 50

permanent, seasonal campers, as well as overnight and daily visitors.

The Campground employs a manager, an assistant manager and up to five students for

various tasks including maintenance, grounds-keeping and canteen operations. The

current management committee includes Stuart Little, Bert Matheson and Fred Blair.

by Fred Blair

Fund Raising Committee

Our Lobster in the Park fund raiser is now just a fond

memory and we look forward to our next one on August 15,

2014. Our new merchandise items were well received this

summer. Our new 16oz porcelain coffee mugs and our

“koozies” beverage holders both sold out this summer. We will be ordering more of

the coffee mugs for Christmas and will bring the beverage holders in for next summer.

We will be doing a Christmas booking flyer in November to give you lots of

opportunity to get those great Lake George Christmas gifts. If you have any

suggestions for new items we should be carrying please let us know and we will try

and bring them in.

Mick Mack Trailer Club Celebrates 50 Years

For 50 years the Mick Mack Trailer club has been providing a home away from home

and this year they celebrated their 50th Anniversary with a weekend to celebrate that

milestone.

The Club was founded by 13 people in 1963. It has improved from a 5-acre site with

60 members to a 25-acre site with the same membership. The park has it’s own water

source that has been supplying water since mid 1822 when the first settlers

McGeorge and McMurray settled on our site. The park members are the custodians

of the cemetery that dates back to the 1800’s and has the burial site of Mr. McGeorge

who was shot by an Indian over a deer.

We as members look forward to the future and are still improving our camp ground

with a new up-to-date electrical system that will provide us with 50 amp service.
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Email Phone #

Paula Kimball

Jim Thorburn

Chris Blair

Reigh Sweezey

Board of Directors

President Stuart Blair

Zone 1 Luke Kelly

Zone 2 Ivan Sears

Peter Pheeney

Zone 3

Don Belliveau

Zone 4

Kathy Sprott

Zone 5

Teresa Cleghorn

Lynne HorsnellDirectors at Large

Paul Wesley

Past President Hal Mersereau

blairstu@nbnet.nb.ca 3665663

chrisb1045@gmail.com 3663197

reigh.laine@gmail.com 3665532

hjmers@gmail.com 3665678

(Lake/Lakeshore) kimball@rogers.com

3663090

(Ewart-Hyde/Sunset) peter.pheeney@gmail.com 4612654

ldklakegeorge@gmail.com

4618765

(McGeorge)

(McMurray/Cottage)

(Russell Bell/Hazen)

dbelliveau@live.ca 4713238

jimthor@nbnet.nb.ca 3662841

ivan.sears@gmail.com 3663191

3665682

teresa@nb.sympatico.ca 3669187

paul.wesley1@gmail.com 3663160

lynnethebralady@gmail.com 4614518

ksprott@nbnet.nb.ca

(Lake George)

2014 LGHPI Calendar

It has been said that “a picture is worth a 1000

words“. If true, then the over 150 submitted

photos for this year’s calendar, speaks volumes

about the beauty and fascination of our lake and

all that surrounds it.

The Calendar Committee has made the difficult

selection of photos for this third edition of our

calendar. Those photos can be viewed on our

website at www.lakegeorgehpi.ca

Calendar availability

It is hoped that these calendars will be available by the end of October. To order yours

($15 delivered or picked up / $20 mailed) , please contact one of the directors in your

zone (see page 6 for contact info) or Hal Mersereau at hjmers@gmail.com

These calendars make wonderful Christmas gifts for anyone with a Lake connection.

Note

For the 2015 calendar, we are considering using historical photos, so will be asking

you to submit photos from the earlier years at Lake George.

We thank you for supporting the activities of the LGHPI by purchasing a calendar.




